
HOW TO WRITE A CHARACTER REFERENCE LETTER FOR A POTENTIAL

LANDLORD TEMPLATE

Landlords sometimes require potential tenants to provide a character reference If you've been asked to write a character
reference letter for a friend, relax and.

Use strong verbs but do not exaggerate. On the other hand, when it comes to a letter written by supervisors,
colleagues or friends, they are more of a character reference than anything else. Property Maintenance
Apartment units are considered as properties of the business, thus if an apartment renter would cause damage
or fail to maintain the property, then it would result to a loss of profits on the part of the apartment-owner due
to the amount of money it would take to repair such damages. Simply download this free personal reference
letter for apartment template and easily provide a good background of the concerned person in terms of
personality as well as financial capability. Keep emotions at bay. Now that you know the importance of
writing a reference letter, you can now use our templates as your guide in your letter-writing. How to write a
rental reference letter The content of a rental reference letter will vary depending on who writes it. As a
referrer, you can include their important positive aspects. I have known Ms. Breen for 10 years, five of them
as a volunteer work colleague. When you want to write a reference letter to help the person who immediately
need the rental house, you should use these templates. Please feel free to contact me if I can provide any
additional information that may be helpful during this process. You may also like. You want to make them
sound trustworthy and reliable. These articles may interest you. Write a sentence or two explaining how you
know the person and for how long. The things which you have written have greater impact on their rental
house purchase. As you include their positive aspects, they will be given with the rental house. This can be
done simply by stating "In closing, I feel that Jane Doe would be a trustworthy and reliable tenant and am
confident in making this recommendation to you. As a volunteer worker I've been pleasantly surprised to see a
"can do" attitude emerge as one of her dominant traits. Keep it structured. In order to write this letter, you can
relate to the person in anyways like neighbor or etc. Peaceful Renter An apartment renter must also be able to
interact with the other apartment renters in a friendly and peaceful manner. Rental reference letter template
from a landlord or property manager What is a rental reference letter A rental reference letter is a document
written to a potential landlord by a previous or current landlord, property manager, supervisor, colleague,
mentor or roommate. Follow these simple tips when writing this letter: Keep it short and only reference
information relevant for an apartment application. It should confirm that they can adhere to rules and
regulations, respect deadlines, pay rent on time, and keep a rental property in good condition. When you are
asked to write a reference help for your friend or your employer, you should determine about their basic
qualities and then write all positives. In closing, please feel free to call me if you have any questions about my
recommendation. Start off with a salutation and the name of the person the letter is about. Even if you want
the world to know how awesome your roommate is, you have to keep your emotions to yourself and stick to
the facts. Timely Payment It is important that an apartment-owner would be assured that a renter would pay on
time since the handling of an apartment business entails a lot of monetary costs as well such as the monthly
payment of electricity bills, water bills, etc. Make a copy of the letter for yourself before sending it. Landlords
sometimes require potential tenants to provide a character reference as part of the background check and
approval process before handing over the keys to a new rental home. Purposes define the roles of the reference
letter writer as whether you are writing as an employer or writing as a friend or etc.


